Annotated Bibliography Grading Rubrics

Annotated Bibliography #1 – 200 Points

1. **Following directions/formatting – 15% (30pts.):** 12pt font, 1-inch margins, name, identifying topics, correct number of peer-reviewed articles, including copy of 1st page of each article, etc.

2. **Proper APA citation and attention to APA rules – 35% (70pts.):** hanging indent, capitalization, italics, order of elements, commas, periods, spacing, etc.

3. **Annotation – 50% (100pts.):** all points correctly answered and in your own words, quality of analysis, proper grammar, punctuation, etc.

Annotated Bibliography #2 – 150 Points

1. **Following directions/formatting – 20% (30pts.):** 12pt font, 1-inch margins, name, identifying topics, correct number of peer-reviewed articles, including copy of 1st page of each article, etc.

2. **Proper APA citation and attention to APA rules – 30% (45pts.):** hanging indent, capitalization, italics, order of elements, commas, periods, spacing, etc.

3. **Annotation – 50% (75pts.):** all 6 bullet points answered correctly and in your own words, quality of analysis, proper grammar, punctuation, etc.)